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Series Introduction

Studies in Religion, Theology, and Disability brings newly established and
emerging scholars together to explore issues ar the intersection of religion, the-
ology, and disability. The series editors encourage theoretical engagement with
secular disability studies while supporting the reexaminarion of established
religious doctrine and practice. The series fosters research that takes account of
the voices of people with disabilities and the voices of their family and friends.

The volumes in the series address issues and concerns of the global reli-
gious studies/theological studies academy. Authors come from a variety of
religious traditions with diverse perspectives to reflect on the intersection of
the study of religion/theology and the human experience of disability. This
series is intentional about seeking out and publishing books that engage with
disability in dialogue with fewish, Christian, Buddhist, or other religious and
philosophical perspectives.

Themes explored include religious life, ethics, docrrine, proclamarion,
liturgical practices, physical space, spirituality, or the interpretation ofsacred
texts through the lens of disability. Authors in the series are aware of conver-
sation in the field of disability studies and bring that discussion ro bear meth-
odologically and theoretically in their analyses ar the intersecrion of religion
and disability.

Studies in Religion, Theology, and Disability reflects the following devel-
opments in the field: First, the emergence of disability studies as an interdis-
ciplinary endeavor that has impacted theological srudies, broadly defined.
More and more scholars are deploying disability perspectives in their work,
and this applies also to those working in the theological academy. second,
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Buddhism and Disability

Stephen E. Harris

Although Buddhist texts do not theorize disability explicitl¡ the attention they
pay to our vulnerability to suffering, the radical dependence and imperma-
nence of everything that exists, and the fragility of health and life brings them
into contact with several issues important to the study of disability. In Buddhist
texts, explicit characterization of disabilities (e.g., blindness and deafness) as

well as conditions partially overlapping with disability, such as long-term ill-
ness, are almost always negative.r Nevertheless, Buddhist texts value the recog-
nition of suffering as conducive to a strong motivation to obtain liberation and
develop compassion for others, and this recognition suggests Buddhists ought
to value aspects of disabled experience. Further, rhe Buddhist commirmenr ro

the universal salvation of all beings implicitly commits them to making their
teaching accessible to persons with mental or physical disabilities.

This chapter considers and develops these connections between disabil-
ity and Indian Buddhism, drawing upon texts composed during the history
of Buddhism in India, from the time of the Buddha in the frfth century BCE
through the Êrst millennium CE. The first section provides a brief introduc-
tion to the Buddhist religion and its main tenets. The next discusses how the
Buddhist doctrines of impermanence and radical dependence undermine the
depth of the binary opposition between able-bodied and disabled minds and
bodies. This leads into a consideration of how these Buddhist insights relate
to contemporary models of disability developed by scholars and activists to
understand the relation between disability, physical and mental variation,
and the environment. Although Buddhist ideas are compatible with mul-
tiple models of disability, they have a particularly strong resonance with the
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human-variation model that stresses continuity between disabled and able-

bodied persons. The next section examines negative portrayals of disabiliry

in Buddhist texts, and shows how this is in partial tension with the Buddhist

affirmation of the value of becoming aware of human suffering, a commit-

ment which implies a positive evaluation of iertain âsPects of disabled expe-

rience. The final section discusses the Mahayana Buddhist doctrine of skillful
means, in which teachings are adapted for the psychological propensities of
various people, and suggests that this doctrine provides a Pârtial analogue

to the contemporary practice of reasonable accommodation which seeks to

make work and services accessible to persons with disabilities.

BASIC BUDDHIST TENETS

The religion of Buddhism was probably founded in the fifth century BCE

in northern India by the man who would come to be known as the Buddha.2

Relatively little is known with any certainty about his life' We know that he

was a member of the Sakya clan in northern India and that his given name was

Gautama (Gethin 8). Tradition says thât in his late twenties he went on a spir-

itual quest and after many yeârs of meditation and spiritual practice attained

deep insight into the tnre nature of reality. At this time he took on the title of
Buddha, a Sanskrit word that literally means "one who has woken up'"3

What the Buddha woke up to are certain facts about the universe that
most of us only dimly acknowledge, such as that everything that exists is

transient and depends on other things for its existence. Most importantly,

the Buddha discovered that there is no enduring self (ãtman) or soul that
accounts for our identity and persists throughout a lifetime. Rather, humans

are comprised of five groups of interrelated momentary events called aggre-

gates (sftønd.has) of physical matter (rupø), feelings (uedana), concepts (søø-

jña), awarcness (aijñãna), and miscellaneous mental factors like emotions

and intentions (sarixftara). The distinctive Buddhist claim is that there exists

no enduring self or soul that possesses or stands in some kind of relation to
these aggregates. All we are is an impermanent collection of these mental and

physical aggregates in close causal relation.

One of the most powerful ways the Buddha's teachings have been con-

veyed is through a schema called "the four noble truths," which describes

suffering (duþftha); its cause (samudaya), which is craving; its cessation

(nirodha), which is nirvana; and the path (marga) to achieving this cessation.

The first noble truth refers to the fact that the lives of ordinary humans are

pervaded by both gross and subtle sources ofsuffering. All ofus have pain-

ful experiences such as physical suffering and emotional disappointment, but
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Buddhists claim we also experience subtler forms of suffering. For instance,

sensual pleasures cannot deeply satisfu us, and we find that our craving has

increased after indulging in them. Further, because on some level we know

things are impermanent, we experience a constant underlying anxiety that

the good things we have will nor lasr.4 Because these kinds of suffering afflict

us, Buddhist texts claim any kind of lasting happiness is impossible without

undertaking the Buddhist path to liberation'

Like Hinduism and |ainism, two of the other major Indian religions,

Buddhism professes that after death we take rebirth in another body. This

rebirth can be in either a positive form-such as that of a human or even of
a deity who will live for many millions of years---or a negative form of exis-

tence, including some in various kind! of hells.5 All of these rebirths, includ-

ing birth as a god or in a hell realm, are impermanent, and we will eventually

take rebirth again. This cycle of continual rebirth and death-is referred to as

samsa,ra,and escaping from it is the purpose of Buddhist teachings'6

Buddhists also believe that where we take rebirth in the future depends

on our thoughts and actions in this life. A negative thought, such as anger or

iealousy, or a harmful action' such as hurting another or stealing, creates a

residue in the mind that can potentially cause rebirth in hell or as an animal.

These imprints can also ripen to create the circumstances of one's Present or

future life. For instance, actions motivated by anger can lead to sickness or

being the victim of violence. Likewise, positive thoughts and actions, such

as compassion and generosity, will lead to good rebirths-as a human or

deity-or to good conditions in present or future lives, like the possession

of wealth or the ability to practice Buddhism. This is the Buddhist doctrine

referred to by the sanskrit word ftarma (action), which indicates thes€ posi-

tive or negative thoughts or actions that ripen into future results.T

For Buddhists, countless rebirths mean the problem of suffering lasts

longer than the present lifetime. If it were not for karma, we could escape

all suffering simply by dying, but karma forces continuâl rebirth, making

it necessary ro practice Buddhist teachings to escape the continual cycle of
death and rebirth.

The second noble truth is craving (tys7'ã), which is the cause of suffer-

ing. Craving in Buddhism is more than merely vvanting something; it is an

unrealistic mental state thât is driven by false exPectations about the thing

desired. Craving is caused by ignorance (autdyd), which in Buddhism is a

deeply rooted belief that things exist in a way that they do not. Ignorance

refers primarily to our belief that we possess an enduring self (ãtman) that

subsists throughout a lifetime and travels to the next life. It also refers to

the belief that expefienced obiects endure, exist independently of causes
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and conditions, and can bring lasting satisfaction. Because of ignorance, we
view ourselves as enduring persons able to interact with a world of stable
objects. In sharp contrâst to expectarions, everything exists as a radical flux of
momentary dependent events. It is this mismatch between expectations and
the world that causes suffering.

The third noble rrurh is that cessation ofsuffering and the cycle ofdeath
and rebirth is possible. This state ofcessation is called niruana, a Sanskrit
word that means "blown out." It is suffering and rebirth, as well as rheir
causes-ignorance and craving-¡þ"t are extinguished. This is the state the
Buddha achieved when he reached enlightenment. The ñnal noble truth is
the path to cessation, the Buddhisr merhod by which one eliminates igno-
rance and craving and achieves enlightenment. Buddhist rexts develop a
series of practices, including ethical discipline (íIla), meditative concentrâ-
tion (samadhi), and insight into the narure of reality þrøjña), that enable the
practitioner to progress toward nirvana.s

The Buddha was said to achieve enlightenment in his mid-thirties,
and then he spent the rest of his life teaching others this parh ro salvarion.
After achieving his goal, one merhod he used to help others develop the
same level of realization was by founding a monastic order in which monks
and nuns lived communally, leaving their householder lives behind. One
reason becoming a monastic is conducive to liberation is that monks and
nuns cân devote most of their time to various forms of spiritual practice
Iike meditation and listening to teachings by the Buddha and his senior dis-
ciples. Furthermore, householder life stirs up powerful negative emotions
like greed and hatred, which develop as one pursues a career, seeks a mate,
and so on. By leaving such distractions behind, monastics are better able to
escape sâmsara by focusing on the work of removing the mental afflictions
of ignorance and craving from the mind.

THESTORY OF THE BUDDHA AND THE THREE MARKS

A traditional method Buddhists use to express cenrral Buddhist themes is tell-
ing the story of the life of the Buddha, who was said to have been born ro a
powerful king in norrhern India. The Buddha's father was told by a sage that
the boy would either become a great king or forsake worldly life and become
a religious renunciant. since rhe king wanted his son to inherit his kingdom,
he devised a strategy to ensure the Buddha would nor think ofabandoning
worldly pursuits. The king removed all signs of illness or aging from the pal-
ace in which the child grew up. All his arrendanrs were youthful, and the older
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relatives of the prince, including the king and queen themselves, wore makeup

and dyed their hair to hide their advancing age.e

The young prince spent thirty years in idle happiness in the palace,

enjoying leisure activities like sports and theater. He married a beautiful
woman and had a son. The king's plan was so completely successful that his

son did not even know that aging, illness, and death existed. But one day

he took a chariot ride outside the city walls and encountered a man stooped

over with age. In response to the Buddha's shocked inquir¡ his charioteer
explained what age is and that it afflicts all beings. Subsequentl¡ the Buddha,
still distressed by what he had seen, took three additional trips outside the

city during which he encountered a sick man, a dead man, and finally a reli-
gious seeker who had renounced householder life.to Horrified by his encoun-
ter with aging, sickness, and death, and inspired by seeing the renunciant,
the Buddha abandoned his life in the palace. He engaged in various spiritual
practices for five yeârs until finally, during deep concentrated meditation, he

attained perfect enlightenment. He then spent the next fifty years of his life
teaching others the Buddhist path to salvation.

While the story is not historically accurate, its power lies in allowing us

to imagine how horrifying it would be to suddenly discover that we are aging
and will become sick and die. Although we all know on some level that this
will happen, Buddhists claim that we hide the signifrcance of these inevitabil-
ities from ourselves. Contrast our relative indifference to the coming of death

with the horror expressed by the Buddha in A6vaghosa's telling of the story:

Then, the king's son, as he learned about death,

although steadfast, soon became despondent;

leaning his shoulde¡ against the railing,
he said in a voice that was resonânt:

"This is the inevitable end of all men;

yes the world rashly revels, casting fears aside;

The hearts of men, I suspect, must indeed be hard,
that they iourney along this road so unperturbed.

Let us turn back our carriage, therefore, charioteer;

for this is not the time or place for pleasure groves.

For, perceiving death, how can sensible man,
keep on reveling here rashly at a time ofpain." (AÉvaghosa 81)

The trauma to the prince is so great that he despairs. He is incredu-
lous that ordinary people are willing to go about life as usual, all the while
knowing that death is on the way. This behavior, he says in the final verse, is
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foolish. The story implies that all of us would have this violent a reacrion ro
our mortaliry if we did not consrandy hide these facrs from ourselves. Mas-
sive delusion is a part ofeveryone's life.

Early Buddhist texts distinguish rhree errors in particular that ordinary
humans make in relation to our experience. Firstiwe experience imperma-
\ent (an;tya) phenomena as if they were permânent. Although we âppeâr ro
interact with a realm of relatively stable objects, Buddhists claim that every-
thing we experience is actually composed of evanescent events arising and
disintegrating in fragments of a second, an impermanence that exisrs at two
levels. First, there is the ordinary level of change that all of us experience
when objects break, people die, and so on. Second, this ordinary level oftran-
sience is itself made possible by a deeper radical disintegration of everything
that exists at every second.rt

The second error all people make is experiencing dependently arisen
objects as ifthey are independent and self-subsistent.r2 Buddhist texts place
particulâr emphasis on the nonexistence of any enduring unitary s ot,/. (ãman)
that makes us who we are. Buddhist texts extend their analysis of selfessness
to any object composed of parts.r3 The classic Buddhist example is the char-
iot.ra There is no single unitary object called a "chariot" that exists over and
above the collection of chariot pârts; rather "chariot" is a convenient name
(prnJñnptù given to the wheel, axle, carriage, and so forth when they are put
together in such a way that they can be used to travel quickly. However, even
though no enduring unitary chariot exists in realit¡ the parts are experienced
as if they formed one unified, independent endry able to function on its own.

The frnal error humans persistently make is believing that objects and
events composed of impermanent, dependent ph.rrom.i" are cápable of
bringing lasting satisfacrion. Ir is this error rhar causes the deeper forms of
suffering described in the opening secrion. These three fs¿1u¡s5-the imper-
manent' the selfless,/dependently arisen, and the unsatisfactory nature of
everything ¡þ2¡ s¡i5¡5-¿re referred to in Buddhist texts as "the three marks
of existence." The Buddhist claim is that our cognitive sysrems make numer-
ous deeply ingrained errors in processing experience that result in this mas-
sive misperception of objects in the world.rt

one of the consequences of accepting these Buddhist insights about the
fragilit¡ impermanence, and dependence of all existence is rhar our ordinary
beliefs about the relative stability of health, physical firness, and the other
properties commonly associared with being able bodied are deeply mistaken.
In this wa¡ the Buddhist emphasis on the three marks undermines the depth
of a set of binary distinctions upon which usual ways of perceiving dtaÈil-
ity are predicated. The disabled body and mind is ordinarily contrasted to a
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physically and mentally fit, able-bodied counterpart. Likewise, it is assumed

that for able-bodied people, health and fitness are relatively stable and will
continue. Finally, the able-bodied person is seen as independent, autono-
mous, and able to live successfully, in contrast to someone who is helpless,

dependent, and disabled.

Buddhist insights affect how we view all these distinctions. Since Bud-
dhists claim humans are massively deluded about ordinary features of our
experience, the depth of the contrast between psychological disability and
health is lessened. The Buddha âs a young prince refers to ordinary people as

insane for living their lives as if aging, sickness, and death did not exist. Psy-

chological disabilities either arise from these underlying cognitive distortions
or are insignifrcant in comparison. It is oirr ignorance of the impermanent
and unsatisfactory nature of the world-not any particular medically recog-
nized, psychological illness-that accounts for the deepest forms of suffering
humans experience. Likewise, the Buddhist emphasis on radical imperma-
nence undermines the distinction between physical and mental disability
and a relatively stable, able-bodied norm. Fluman bodies and minds, like
everything else that exists, are composed of radically impermanent events
that originate and disintegrate continuously.

Finally, the mark of not-self, or selflessness, not only claims that things
do not exist as unitary, independent objects bur also implies how they do
exist as dependently arisen phenomena based upon their parts, causes, and
conditions. Emphasizing this highlights the fact that much of the stigma
attached to many disabilities rests upon a series ofrelatively arbitrary distinc-
tions between acceptable and unacceptable kinds of dependence. We claim
that independence is not compromised when driving a car from home to
downtown, but that independence is lessened if crutches or a wheelchair are
used to get to the car, Having farmers, truck drivers, and grocery store clerks
collaborate to make grocery shopping possible is somehow seen as consis-
tent with independence, while using a personal care attendant to help reach
items on a shelf is not. These examples can be multiplied without limit. The
Buddhist doctrine of dependent origination lessens the contrast between
able-bodied and disabled persons by emphasizing the radical dependence of
everything that exists.

None of this means that Buddhists could not employ disability as a useful
category to help distribute resources effectively and modify physical envi-
ronments and social expectâtions to accommodate physical and psychological
variety. ]ust as Buddhists hold that it is a useful fiction to group an assem-

blage ofchariot parts together under the name "chariot," they can accept that
labels like "blind," "deaf," or "developmentally delayed" may help facilitate
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successful interaction with the world. All such labels, however, are merely
employed for convenience, marking out certain variation from amid a much
deeper continuity of transience and dependence that characterizes every-
thing that exists.

Moreove¡ as Lynne Bejoian has emphasiâed, the focus of Buddhist
practice is on ending the suffering experienced by all beings. Specific pain
associated with any parricular disability is simply one aspecr of the suffering
experienced by all. The frustration of limitations to mobiliry from a physical
disability is less painful than the consrant dissatisfaction experienced by all
nonliberated human beings. Therefore, no srigma need be attached to dis-
abled experience.

BUDDHISMAND MODELS OF DISABILITY

one of the contributions disability studies scholars have made ro our under-
standing of disability is developing conrrasring models that define disabiliry
and explain how and to what extent negative effects arise from speciûc men-
tal and physical impairments. Disability scholars generally call the dominant
mode of theorizing disability the medical model, which identifies disability
with a physical or mental impairment and claims that the various disadvan-
tages associated with disability arise because of the impairment.r6 According to
the medical model, disabilities are defects that interfere with ordinary human
functioning and should be correced whenever possible. The drawbacks to
conceiving all disability under the medical model are that it views disabled
persons' by definition, as defective, broken, and inferior to their able-bodied
counterparts, Moreover, much of rhe frustration and pain experienced by
disabled persons resulrs not from impairment itself but from negative stereo-
types and unfair treatment by able-bodied persons. The medical model errs in
ignoring the effects of social barriers on persons with disability.

The minority model of disability seeks to remedy these defects.rT It claims
that the negative effects of disabilicy-such as difficulry finding emproymenr,
social isolation, and an inaccessible envl¡e¡¡¡s¡¡-¿re caused by the discrim-
inatory treatment of society itself, similar to the way som€ ethnic groups have
been marginalized by racial discrimination. For instance, accordinj to the
minority model, mobility difflculties faced by a paraplegic are caused by able-
bodied people's refusal to adapt the environment with wheerchair ramps and
the like, rather than the impairment itself. Likewise, it is prejudice, as well
as a lack of workplace accommodations like flexible scheduring, that pre-
vent some people with psychological disabilities from securing employment.
The minority model serves as a needed corrective to the medical model's
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overemphasis on the disabling role of impairment. It has acted as a pow-
erful tool used by disabiliry advocates in confronting abelist policies and
attitudes and has contributed to the passage of disability rights legislation,
such as the Americans wirh Disabilities Act. Nevertheless, although it cor-
rectly draws âttention to the disabling effects of discrimination by society, the
minority model's claim that all the negative effects associared with disabil-
ity arise because of such discrimination is not realistic.rs For instance, many
impairments cause or contribute to a level of physical or mental pain rhat
severely limits activiry but is not in any obvious way artributable to social
discrimination.

A third model of disability, the human-variarion model, to some exrent
synthesizes the insights of the other two. The variation model claims that dis-
ability occurs when human variation exceeds our present ability to adapt the
physical and social environment.re According to this model, all human minds
and bodies exhibit certain variarions, many of which are potentially disabling
(Wasserman). Disability occurs when there is a lack of fit between cerrain
kinds of variation and the existing physical and social environmenr. There-
fore, what is considered a disabiliry will change as technology improves,
the physical environment is altered, attitudes change, and resources are
distributed differently. Eyeglasses, for example, rurn a formerly disabling
impairment into a neutral variation. wheelchair ramps and electronic doors
likewise lessen the effects of mobility impairments, and given sufficient
adaptation of the environment, many of these conditions would cease to be
disabling at all.20

Although these models of disability âre sometimes presented as being in
competition with each other, the insights of both the medical and minority
models can be incorporated into the human-variation model. According to
the variation model, the medical model goes wrong in ignoring the negative
impact of social discrimination, but the variation model agrees with the med-
ical model in accepting thar variations play a signifrcant role in the disable-
ment of some persons. This model claims that both the lack of curb cuts and
the physical condition that requires rhe use ofa wheelchair are disabling fac-
tors. Likewise, the variation model claims rhat the minority model neglects
the role of physical impairment but agrees that social discrimination is an
important element of the social environment that can make certain kinds of
impairment disabling. Both the anxiety disorder and the lack of workplace
accommodations play a role in prevenring successful employment.

In comparing the language of Buddhist texrs to rhese models ofdisabirity,
the closest match would be the medical model. Buddhist rexrs pay relativeiy
little attention to disabiliry but do emphasize illness as one of the sufferings

))
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that should motivare us to escape from rebirth and samsara (Bodhi, Con-
nected, 1844). Although scholars of disability have cautioned that it is mis-
leading to associate disability roo closely with physical or mental illness, there
will be a great deal of overlap berween some forms of long-term illness and
disabling conditions.2ì Furrher, Buddhist texts täke an almosr universally
negative view of sickness. In the Buddhat firsr sermon, he lists it as one of
the eight major kinds of suffering afflicted on beings insamsara (BodI.i,Con-
nected, 1844). Likewise, we have seen that an encounter with a sick person
was so disturbing to the Buddha that he renounced householder life. More-
over, other Buddhist texts claim that certain disabilities, like blindness or
mobiliry impairmenr, are karmic effects of past negarive âcrions (Mrozik 30).

Note that the explicit way Buddhist texts treat illness and, on occasion,
certain kinds of disabiliry is, on the face of it, closest to the medical model.
Illness and disability are seen as negatives, and there is seemingly no âware-
ness that social discrimination accounts for at least part ofthe negative effects
associated with disability. This is not surprising. Buddhists rarely, if ever,
observe disabiliry as an object oftheoretical concern. It has taken the insights
of several generations of disability activisrs and scholars, who themselves
drew upon previous work in feminism and the academic study of race, to
develop models of disabiliry like the minority and human-variation models,
which begin to recognize the disabling force of sociery itself. Keep in mind
that the ancient Indian environment would be much less hospitable to phys-
ical disability than our conremporary one. Therefore, ir is nor surprising that
Buddhist texts view disability as an intrinsìcally negative phenomenon.

Although the language they use resonares most closely with the medical
model, relatively minor modificarions could be made to Buddhist charac-
terizations of illness and disability to adapt it to the variation model. Texts
that stress the negative aspecrs of illness and disability could be amended
to acknowledge that these ill effects depend on the environmenr as well as
the impairment itself. The doctrine of karma could also be altered slightly
to clarify that the bad effect of a negative action is not the disability itself
but rather having to experience that disability in environments not suitably
adapted to it. Buddhisr texts do nor presenr their doctrine this way, but this
does not keep us from noting that there is no deep conceptuar tension between
Buddhist commirmenrs and a human-variation understanding of disability.

Moreover, there is a sense in which Buddhist insights resonate more
strongly with the variarion model than the other two models. The medical and
minority models sorr rhe world into caregories of disabled and able-bodied
people. They do acknowledge thar rhere will be boundary cases in which it is
not clear ifa person has a disability and that people acquire or lose disabilities
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as life progresses. Nevertheless, they tend to view disability as something that
divides people into two groups that do or do not possess it. By contrast, the
variation model emphasizes continuity between disabled and able-bodied
persons, in that all humans already exhibit variation that could become dis-
abling in a particular environment. The fact that our world possesses many
different environments with different levels of accessibility further suggests

there will be a lack of determinacy over who is disabled. Likewise, in a given
environment, the same variation may present itself to disabling or innocu-
ous extents by able-bodied persons in the same environment. Minor scoliosis,

for instance, is unlikely to be disabling in most environments, whereas more
severe câses may be. This suggests that the human-variation model views
all humans in a spectrum of potentially disabling variation with no sharp
boundaries drawn where categories of disabiliry begin and end.

All of this resonâtes with Buddhist insights regarding universal depen-
dence and impermanence. The Buddha, as a healthy young prince, and the
old man he meets on his chariot ride are both already afflicted with aging,
and they each possess a body with a fragile equilibrium thar can be upset
at any moment. Buddhist texts emphasize what on some level we already
know: anyone can ente r the category of disability at any time, and given the
close relationship between illness, aging, and some kinds of disability, our
fragile and decaying human bodies will all become disabled at some point
if death does not intervene first. It is exacdy this insight that led the young
prince to renounce his kingdom in search ofspiritual salvation.

Of the three major models of disability, the minoriry model seems mosr
at odds with Buddhist insights. The minority model often srresses the poten-
tial positive aspects of disability, likening the expe riences of people with dis-
abilities to cultural experiences shared by ethnic minorities. Many authors
writing from the minority model perspective seek to foster a sense of unity
and pride in the disability community and explore aspects of disablement
that can be viewed as positive. Moreover, the model is characterized by its
claim that impairment is not, in itself, a negarive but only becomes so because
of societal oppression.

On the one hand, this conflicts with the Buddhist appraisal of disability
as the result of negative karmic action. In addition, Buddhists extend their
claim that no enduring self exists to all objects with parts and claim that
partite objects only exist as useful ways of talking about groups of causally
interacting parts, Ethnic, racial, and other social categories-such as His-
panic, homosexual, and disabled-will also be merely useful ways of talking,
drawing attention ro certain kinds of difference out of a vast spectrum of
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variation. In fact, the Buddhist monk Sãntideva makes exacdy this point in
relation to biological sex:

What discerning person would be artached to form, which is
just like a dream¡ -
Since the body does not exist
then who is a woman and who is a man?22 (126;9.87)

since even the physical body is only a useful fiction, properties ofthe body such
as biological sex will only be real by convention as well.23 Although Santideva
does not extend this point to disability, the same analysis applies.

There is, then, at least the appearance of tension between the minoriry
model, which stresses the importânce of recognizing disability as a source of
pride, and Buddhist thought, which emphasizes the ultimate nonexisrence
of any such category. Neverrheless, we should remember that even though
Buddhists do not think rhe names we give ro parrire objects .orrespond io
mind-independent reality, they also do not deny their pragmatic efficacy
in helping us navigate through our lives. To return to the classic example,
understanding the collection ofcharior pârts as a unified object called "char-
iot" helps us use it to get around quickly. Buddhists can also affirm the effi-
cacy ofsocial categories like disability; they can, for instance, recognize that
providing additional parking privileges ro persons with mobiliry impair-
ments increases community access.

There is no obvious barrier to emphasizing the possibility of sharing
experiences and building a communiry among persons with certain kinds
of disabilities while keeping in mind that the various disabilities we recog-
nize are all ways of talking about how pluralities of impermanenr menral
and physical momenrs causally interact. After all, Buddhist monks and nuns
use various classiûcatory schemes in organizing their monastic communities,
even though they recognize that all such classifrcations are merely useful ways
of talking. Therefore, although we might recognize more friction b.t*..r,
Buddhist insights and the minority model, there is no reason to hold that
the Buddhist doctrine of not-self is incompatible with the minority model,s
emphasis on aspects ofdisabled experience as a source ofidentity and pride.

BUDDHISM AND THE NEGATIVE APPRAISAL
OF DISABILITY

Although Buddhist rexrs pay relatively rittle artention to disability itself, they
do talk about it as a negarive effect of karmic action. As previousþ discussed,
Buddhist karma theory claims that a harmful ¿6¡i6¡-ssçþ as lying, stealing,
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or killing-or even a negative i¡¡¡6¡¡is¡-s¿ch as a moment of malicious
thought or covetousness-creâtes a karmic seed that ripens at some point
in the future. Negative effects of karmic action include not only rebirth in a

negative realm, a short life, or poverry but also a number of conditions that
overlap with certain kinds of disability. "The Shorter Exposition of Action,"
for instance, links hurting others with sickness in future rebirths, and lack of
attention to Buddhist teachings to low intellect (ñanamoli and Bodhi 1053-
57). Likewise, the Lotus Sutra claíms that acting disrespectfully toward the
sutra, or those who revere it, can result in rebirths without sight, or with vari-
ous diseases (Watson 324).2a

In addition, a number of Buddhist texrs menrion disability as one of sev-
eral impediments to progressing on the ¡iath to liberation. The great Indian
Buddhist master, Nãgãrjuna, provides a list of eight impediments thar make
spirirual practice difficulr or impossible: -

63: To be reborn with false beliefs, or yet
As animals, or pretas,25 or in hell,
Deprived of Buddha's words, barbarians
In border lands, or reborn dull and dumb,

64: Or born among the long-lived gods-
Ofthese eight defective states that give no opportuniry
You must be free, and, finding opporruniry
Be diligent, ro put a stop to birth. (Nãgãrjuna 52-53)

The verses mention low intellect and muteness explicitl¡ but commentar-
ies explain this also includes damaged sensory faculties and missing limbs
(Tsong-kha-pa 118). what is jarring about rhese verses is that these disabiliries
are grouped together with rebirth in negative realms and living in an unciv-
ilized land with no access to Buddhist teachings as conditions that interfere
with an ability to progress toward enlightenment. Again, disability seems ro be
presented as an inherently negative impediment to living a valuable life. part
of the explanation for such remarks is that the physical and social environment
in ancient India would have been particularly hostile to many types of disabil,
ities; for instance, there would nor have been trained interpreters to facilitate
communication with the deaf,

Although Buddhist wrirers make remarks like these, which characterize
disability as simply a defect, we also find a spirit of inclusiveness rhroughout
the history of Buddhism that seeks to make its teachings accessible to many
different kinds of people. In early Buddhist texts the Buddha provides a
great variety of training rools ro help people advance toward enlightenment.
Study and sitting meditarion are emphasized for the intellectually acute ând
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physically able, but many ahernâtive practices are also offered, including
making offerings to monks and nuns----or simply visualizing offerings to the
Buddha-chanting Buddhist scriprure or mantras, and recollecting rhe good
qualities of the Buddha. Great emphasis is also placed on the inrention with
which one acts, so physical disability provides much less of an obstacle ro
making spiritual progress than might âr firsr be apparent (Bodhi, Nurner-
ical,963).

Another feature of Buddhism that has implications for the value of
disability is its emphasis on the great value of a human birth. Among all
the possible forms of rebirth-be it as a human, an animal, a god, or in a

lower realm like hell-human rebirth is seen as ideal for making progress
toward liberation. Santideva expresses this attitude by emph"sizinjthe ãrity
of human rebirth in verse 4.20 from A Guide to the Bodhisattaa Way of Lrfe
(Bodhicarytuatara):

Therefore, the Biessed One stated that human existence is
extremely difûcult to obtain, like a turtle's head emerging
into the ring ofa yoke on a vast ocean.26 (41)

The reference is to a turtle that surfaces once every hundred years in
a great oceân. The chance of attaining a human rebirth, according to Bud-
dhism, is less than the possibility that the turtle will randomly pur irs heâd
through a single ring floating on top of the warer. This is because rhe num-
ber of animals is incredibly vast, including insects and beings in rhe various
heavens and hells. Sântideva goes on ro praise the value ofthis rarely attained
human birth in helping us progress toward liberation in 7.14:

Upon finding the boat ofhuman birth now, cross the grear
river ofsuffering. O fool, there is no time for sleep, for this
boat is hard to catch again. (78)

- Human birth is so precious because humans encounter just enough suf-
fering to be aware of the need ro practice Buddhism but not ,o -rrðh ,h"t
it overwhelms us and makes practice impossible. Rebirth as a god results
because of massive amounts of karmic merit created through good actions
like generosity. Yet, in rhe verse quoted by Nagãrjuna, rebirth as both a god
and a hell-being is an impediment to progressing toward enlightenment.
The problem with rebirth in hell is that the rorments experienced preclude
spiritual practice. The gods face the opposite problem. Since they experience
no explicit pain and dwell in pleasure for countless years, rhey have no moti-
vation to pracrice Buddhism. Frowever, Buddhist gods do eventually die,
after which they face the possibility of being reborn in a rearm with great
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amounts of suffering. Moreover, Buddhist gods still experience the subtler
kinds of suffering like the inability to gain any kind of lasting satisfattion
from enjoying sense pleasure. The gods, therefore, are much like the Bud-
dha as a young prince enjoying himself in'the palace with no awareness that
illness and death are on the way.27

In addition to providing motivation ro pracrice Buddhism, Sãnddeva
also points out that suffering has other aspects that help us progress toward
liberation in 6.21:

Suffering has another quality since

ârrogence diminishes because of despair,

and one feels compassion for beings in the

cycle ofexistence, fear ofsin, and a

yearning for the ¡ina.28 164¡

Experiencing a limited amount of suffering reduces pride and deepens our
compassion for others. These remarks show that a human rebirth containing
some experience of fragility and pain can be, from a Buddhist perspective,
a good thing since it can help us progress in our practice toward liberation;
howeve¡ human rebirths in which very little suffering is experienced, like
that of the young Buddha growing up in his palace, would be deficient in
comparison,2e

Following this logic to its conclusion suggests that Buddhist texts should
value certain âspects of disabled experience as â potentiâl aid to achieving
liberation. Although they differ as to its underlying cause, all models of dis,
ability acknowledge that disabilities are often accompanied by a great deal
of pain and frustration. For an advanced Buddhist practirioner, the addi-
tional frustrations that accompany disability could be an aid in motivating a

strong commitment to Buddhist practice and in developing compassion for
other suffering beings. From the perspective ofBuddhist pracrice, disability
might be seen as a negative only for those at relatively early stages ofprogress
who have not yet developed the fortitude and mental flexibility to experi-
ence additional pain and frustration without becoming discouraged. Rather
than being seen as intrinsically negarive, disability could be considered an
advanced training for those dedicated toward progressing quickly roward
enlightenment.

One of the contributions conremporary disability activists and scholars
have made is in drawing atrention to the possibility that aspecrs of disabled
experience can be positive (Smith 2lJ4). For example, Deaf people have
developed their own culture, using their own language-American Sign
Language-to communicate. Other authors emphasize the possibility that
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impairment of one sense organ may lead to increased development of other
mental abilities. For insrance, a recent study shows that blind persons perform
better than seeing persons in recalling cerrain information (o'Neil; silvers).

From the Buddhist perspecrive, some persons wirh disability are also in
a privileged epistemic position in the sense that it ió easier for them to under-
stand the fragiliry and dependence ofeverything that exists. Since Buddhists
claim that humans make an ongoing series of cognitive mistakes, whereby
we experience, among other things, the impermanent as permanent and the
dependent as independent, it is possible for some able-bodied people, espe-
cially when relatively affluenr, to live the majority of rheir lives without
deeply acknowledging the impermanence and vulnerability of the human
condition. Buddhists see such ways oflife as wasting the precious opportunity
of being human. In this sense, rhe friction between disabled bodies and minds
and the environment may be seen as an aid to making spiritual progress.
Buddhists would still be committed ro removing th. f"i.r and frustãtion
that accompanies disabled experience; the purpose of all Buddhist teachings
is to eliminate suffering. Nevertheless, this acknowledges that some persons
with disabiliry might be in a better position ro initially recognize the fragility
that underlies all human experience.

MAHAYANA BUDDHISM AND SKILLFUL MEANS

In very early Buddhisr texrs, rhere is no clear distinction drawn between the
enlightenment of the Buddha and that of his disciples; the Buddha is distin-
guished, rather, in his achievement of being the first to atrain awakening and
in his consummate skill as a reacher of others (Bodhi, ,.Arahants,'). 

As-Bud_
dhism continued to develop, however, it began to distinguish between two
levels of spiritual accomplishment. The ordinary goal most people pursue is
that of individual liberation, in which one eliminates .raving ,.rd i!nor"rr..
and escapes from suffering and rebirth. The higher goal is that ofiull Bud-
dhahood, a process which takes an almost inestimable amounr of time and
requires a commitment to an arduous process of virtue development in which
one completely removes all traces ofignorance and craving and develops the
ability to teach and benefit others effectively.

someone who undertakes the more difficult goal is called a bodhisat-
toa, a being (sattua) who aims for the awakening (bodhi) of a fufly enlight-
ened Buddha.3. The bodhisattva takes a vo\¡r' ro liberate all sentient betgs
from suffering and to take innumerable rebirths in order to d.uelop tñ.
skill to effectively do this. Buddhists who stress the desirability of becoling
bodhisatwas eventually begin to refer to themselves as the Mahay"n" (g.."t
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vehicle), whose goal is the liberation of all; this contrasrs with the early Bud-
dhist teachings that aim for individual liberation. Santidev" is renowned fôr
his power in phrasing the Mahayana aspiration to benefit all beings.

May I be a protector for those who are without protectors, a

guide fot travelers, and a boat, a bridge, and a ship for those

who wish to cross over.

May I be a lamp for those who seek light, a bed for those

who seek rest, and may I be a servant for all beings who
desire a servant.

To all sentient beings may I be a wish-fulfrlling gem, a vase

ofgood fortune, an effrcacious mantra, a great medication, a

wish-fulfrlling tree, and a wish-granting cow. (35;3.17-19)

Many Buddhist texts affirm both the aspiration for individual liberation and
the bodhisattva path of liberation for all beings as worthy aims. As Mahayana
Buddhism developed, however, grearer emphasis conrinued to be placed on
the bodhisattva goal, until it became portrayed as a far superior option thân
individual liberation. Liberating all beings implies a commitment ro making
Buddhist teachings accessible to disabled persons, since they are among the
beings to be liberated. But an even stronger implicit commitmenr to making
teachings accessible can be found by examining the Mahayana doctrine of
skillful means (up ãya).

We have already seen ât the end of the last secrion that early Buddhist
texts offer diverse methods-including various forms of meditation, chant-
ing, making offerings, and visualization-which help different kinds of
persons to effectively pracrice Buddhism. In addition, early Buddhist rexrs
portray the Buddha as teaching in many different kinds of ways ro persons
of various dispositions; he uses stories and parables for some and offers philo-
sophical discussion for others. Skillful means, a Mahayana Buddhist teaching
speciÊcally developed to benefrt persons with particular psychological dispo-
sitions, is a continuation of this commitmenr to flexible pedagogy found in
the early texts (Pye 5l-52).

TheLotus Sutrø, a Mahayana text that is particularly influential in devel-
oping the concept of skillful means, provides a number of stories that illustrate
the bodhisattva's skill in teaching sentient beings ofvarious psychological dis-
positions. In perhaps its most famous story, a father is unable to convince
his children who are fascinated by their roys to leave a burning house. He
finally succeeds in doing so by telling them that rhere are various kinds of
carriages waiting for them to play with outside. The l-otus Sutra explains that
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the bodhisattva m*st employ divergent srraregies because the psychologicar
makeup of humans differs greatly (Watson 56-62).In particular, given the
presence of craving, anger, and delusion in our minds, people will often not
understand what is in their best interests. The children will not leave the
burning house because of their artachmenr to theií toys, so the farher diverts
them toward other attachments to get them out. The toys represent samsaric
pursuits, the father is the Buddha, while the carriages are different forms of
Buddhism designed to appeal to differenr kinds ofpractitioners (59-60).

The justification for developing skillful means, rherefore, is ro minsrer to
beings with various psychological tendencies. The doctrine does not explic,
itly address the issue ofaccessibility for disabled persons, although psycho-
logical disabilities themselves âre insrances of psychological variation, and
so the explicit purpose of skillful means already partially addresses concerns
about disabiliry accessibility. Moreover, it is a small step from adapting Bud-
dhist teachings ro various psychological dispositions to adapting them to be
disability accessible. A commitmenr to making teachings accessible to all
beings is powerfully expressed in the following image from the Lotus sutra
that compares Buddhist teachings to clouds raining down on different kinds
ofplants:

Kashyapa, it is like the plants and rrees, thickets and groves, and the medic-
inal herbs, widely ranging in variet¡ each with its own name and hue, that
grow in the hills and streams, the valleys and different soils ofthe thousand-
millionfold world. Dense clouds spread over rhem, covering the entire
thousand-millionfold world and in one moment satureting ir all. The mois-
tu¡e penetrates to all the plants, trees, thickets and groves, and medicinal
herbs equally, to their big roots, big stems, big limbs and big leaves. . . . The
rain falling from one blanket of clouds accords with each particular spe-
cies and nature, ceusing it to sprout and mâture, to blossom and bear fruit.
Though all these plants and trees grow in the same earth and moistened by
the same rain, each has its differences and particulars. (Watson 98)

The image acknowledges the different propensities of sentient beings and
claims Buddhist teachings are able to benefit them arl. Although there is
no explicit mention of disabilit¡ this guiding commirmenr to universalism
implicitly commits Buddhist authors to develop their teachings to be accessible
to disabled bodies and minds.

In contemporary society, the practice of businesses or workplaces chang-
ing their ordinary policies and ways of doing business to make them acces-
sible to a person with a disability is called reasonabre accommodation. For
instance, a grocery store might have an employee help a person of short
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stature reach items high on a shelf or a supervisor might remove nonessen-

tial tasks, like climbing stairs to fetch mail, from the duties of a mobility-'
impaired administrative assistant. On occasion, we frnd something very close

to reasonable accommodation in texts describing how the Buddha teaches

others. One of the clearest examples of this is in an early Buddhist text that

tells how the Buddha taught a monk of very low intelligence. The monk is

unable to remember any of the teachings the senior monks give to him. To

compensate for this, the Buddha gives him a clean cloth and tells him to say

"removal of impurity" repeatedly while handling it. As the cloth becomes

dirty, the monk suddenly realizes his mind is likewise deflled with negative

mental states like anger and greed. After realizing this insight, he quickly
progresses to liberation (Cowell I5Jl).

Other Buddhist texts offer even more imaginative descriptions of how

Buddhas can modify their teachings for beings of various psychoiogical pro-
pensities. For instance, the Mahayana text, the Vimalaftrni Sûtra, portrays

Buddhas in alternate universes using radically different means to minister
to beings there. Some teach by light emanating from their bod¡ others by

special kinds offood, others âttract beings through their physical beauty, and

some even teach through silence (Thurman 86).

More down-to-earth examples of how a bodhisattva should accommo-

date disabled persons are given by the Mahayana monk Asanga, who offers

lists of activities the bodhisattva should carry out to beneñt others. In rela-

tion to disabilit¡ the bodhisattva should minister to the sick, guide the blind,
carry persons without legs when necessary, and, signifrcantly, communicate
through hand gestures with the deaf (54). These examples show how the

doctrine of skillful means begins to overlap with contemporâry methods of
reasonable accommodation. Since Mahayana Buddhism seeks to make itself
accessible to all, when bodhisattvas encounter disabiliry they adapt their
teachings and behavior to benefit these beings.

CONCLUSION

When disabilities are mentioned in Buddhist texts, they are portrayed as the

negative results of past karmic action and as obstacles to spiritual practice. This
may be because disabilities are often accompanied by great amounts of physical

or emotional pain, and Buddhists hold that pain results from past negåtive

âctions. Buddhist texts also emphasize the limited access people with intel-

lectual disabilities and sensory impairments hâve to Buddhist teachings. This
may explain why the language used in Buddhist texts is similar to the medical
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participation of people with disabilities may enhance the spiritual health of
â center. Since many disabled people have dealt extensively with physical'
or psychological pain, and the breakdown of the bod¡ they have much ro
teach about the truths Buddhists emphasize'like impermanence and suffer-
ing. Likewise, displaying the flexibility necessâry ro accommodate disabilities
while maintaining the efficacy of Buddhist pracrices aids a center in avoiding
rigid attachment to particular elements of practice.

Attention to the work of scholars and activists in the disability move-
ment, therefore, can play an important role in the development of contempo-
rary Buddhism. First, the traditional view that disabilities âre negarive resuks
of past karmic action can be rethought. Second, contemporary practices of
reasonable accommodation can be emplol;ed to facilitate the Buddhist com-
mitment to expanding the availability of Buddhist teachings. Finally, positive
aspects ofdisabled experience can be recognized, in relation to both the prac-
tice of disabled Buddhists and rhe overall spiritual development of Buddhist
centers. Likewise, disability studies can benefit from the careful analysis of
impermanence, fragilit¡ and suffering developed in Buddhist texts, which
suggests all humans lie somewhere in a spectrum of dependence and vulner-
ability that is often erroneously attributed to disabled persons alone.
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model which characrerizes disabilities as intrinsic defects and impediments to
human flourishing.

one benefit of comparative work berween Buddhist and disability stud,
ies, therefore, is in highlighting the role societal aftirudes and inaccessible
environments play in creating these negative riéults that accompany dis,
ability. Limitarions associated with parricurar disabilities, such as türrd.r.r,
and mobiliry impairmenr, can be lessened or even eliminated by appropri-
ate accommodation and adaptation of the environment. A natural eifect of
accepting these insights would be an even greater commitment by contem-
porary Buddhists in making cenrers and practices accessible to disatled prac-
titioners. There are also aspects of Buddhist theory itself that are conducive
to rethinking usual characterizations ofdisabled persons. In particular, Bud-
dhist texts pay extraordinarily careful attention to the impermanence and
fragility of everything that exists. Disability is only a particuùrly visible man-
ifestation of these ever-presenr underlying conditions. This insight under-
cuts any deep division berween disabled and able-bodied persons and lessens
stigma attached to disability.

Another area of inrersection between disability srudies and Buddhism
is their shared concern with adapting practices to increase overall access ro
persons of various abilities. In Buddhism, this is expressed in the practice of
skillful means, in which teachings are adapted fo, person, of varying psycho-
logical dispositions. some of these adaptations resemble ,h. .o.rräpor"ry
practice of reasonable accommodation in which services or workplaces are
made accessible ro persons with disabilities. A natural development of Bud-
dhist inclusive tendencies would be to integrate reasonable accommodations
into Buddhist centers such as wheelchair r"i'pr, no-r,.p entrânces, fragrance-
free policies to help those with chemical sensitivit¡ anà sign-lang,r"gã irr,.r-
pretation for teachings. Just as important will b. t'h. 

"d"påtion 
ãf pirtic,rla.

Buddhist practices. Prostrations to a starue ofthe Buddha, for exainple, can
be replaced by visualization of prostrarions for those with mobiliry i-p"i.-
ments, and sitting meditation periods might be shortened fo, th*. *ïor.
disability inrerferes with concentration. Many centers are already making
adaptations like these to help disabled pracritioners.

A final area in which Buddhists can benefit from the insights of disability
scholars and advocates is the attention they have given to po-ri,iu. aspects of
disabled experience. Buddhists claim that o,rr p.openrity tà d.rry the radical
impermanence and fragility of exisrence prevents us f.om de.píy practicing
Buddhism and liberating ourselves frorrrsuffering. In relation io'Buddhist
practice, therefore, disability wilr be advanr"g.or* to the extent that it helps
an individual accept these facts. Buddhist centers can also recognize th"t th.


